
St ew ar dshi p - Ho w  can I  l o o k  af t er  my  pl anet ? 

The big ideas 
here are: 

Comfort and 
Community 

What is Stewardship? 

In the Bible humanity are given the duty of 
caring for God?s creation and looking after 
it. Therefore humanity has a responsibility 
for looking after the world and all the gifts 

that God has given humanity. 

Key Wor ds 

How can you be a good 
steward and look after 

the planet?

Recycl e 
Watch your  Food 

Mil es 

Food Miles are: The distance food has travelled to get to the 
supermarket. The more distance the food travels the more 
green house gases are produced from the planes and boats 
that transport them, leading to global warming. 

Watch your  
pl ast ic 

- We use plastic for almost everything? 
- It takes thousands of years to decompose 

meaning that it won?t go away.
- Plastic ends up in our oceans harming our 

environment, wildlife and animals. 

Choose your  t r anspor t  
wisely 

- Cars let of green house gasses 
which contribute to golbal 
warming. 

- Instead you could walk, cycle or 
take public transport. 

In the Bible Adam and 
Eve are told to look after the 

Garden. Today Christians try to 
uphold this duty by being good 

steward 

buy a reusable water 
bottle 

Pick up litter! 

Stewardship - the job of supervising or taking care 
of something, such as an organization or property. For 
Christians, this meant specifically the environment. 

Climate Crisis  - Climate crisisis a term 
describing global warming andclimatechange, and their 
consequences.

Global Warming  - a gradual increase in the 
overall temperature of the earth's atmosphere generally 
attributed to the greenhouse effect caused by increased 
levels of carbon dioxide,

Greenhouse Gass  - The greenhouse 
effectis a warming of Earth's surface and the air above it. It 
is caused bygases in the air that trap energy from the Sun. 
These heat-trappinggases are called greenhouse gases. 
The most common greenhouse gasesare water vapor, carbon 
dioxide, and methane.

Recycle  - Recycling is the process of taking 
materials ready to be thrown away and converting (changing) 
them into reusable materials. ... When we don't recycle and 
reuse, we risk depleting (using up) our natural resources.

Food Miles  - Food Miles are: The distance food has 
travelled to get to the supermarket. The more distance the 
food travels the more green house gases are produced from 
the planes and boats that transport them, leading to global 
warming. 

Compost  -  decayed organic material (as of leaves 
and grass) used to improve soil especially for growing crops.

Landfill  - a system of garbage and trash disposal in which 
waste is buried between layers of earth.
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